2022 WAAWAAGANING INDIAN BOWL POW WOW

SCHEDULE

POW WOW 7PM / GATES OPEN 5:30PM / PRESHOW AT 6:30PM

POW WOW DATES
JUNE 21 AND 28
JULY 4, 7, 11, 18, 25
AUGUST 2, 9, 16

ADMISSION:
YOUTH 6 AND UNDER - $1
YOUTH 7-17 - $5
ADULT 18-54 - $10
SENIOR 55 AND OLDER - $5
LDF TRIBAL MEMBERS - $3
LDF TRIBAL ELDERS FREE

SPONSORED BY WAAWAAGANING INDIAN BOWL LIVING ARTS AND CULTURE CENTER BOARD OF DIRECTORS, LAC DU FLAMBEAU BAND OF LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS, LDF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION